
then irradiating them to ensure complete sterility .' The supplies
are safe from any infection until the moment when the packages
are opened -- and, of course, this can be at the moment theyare needed for use . I believe this technique is ready for immediate
adoption in developing countries . It is best if the choices ca n
be made in the developing countries themselves -- by their own
scientists and economists, their own entrepreneurs . To do this
they must have their own centres of excellence where innovator s
are encouraged and where proper evaluations can be made in relation
to local needs and local priorities .

'7e have come to Geneva to discuss the silver lining
of the nuclear cloud, a happy circumstance that does not permi tus to disregard the cloud itself . The achievements and possibili-
ties of the peaceful uses of atomic energy on which I have touched
this afternoon justify a sense of pride and hope . Ilevertheless,
we are discussing a force that, if misused, has a destructive
capacity difficult for any of us, scientist or layman, to comprehend
fully .

Meeting here in this ancient and free city where so
many of rianl :indTs hopes for peace have centred, you constitute a
body of expertise on nuclear questions that is unique . As I
wish you ;re1'l in your dicussions of peaceful nuclear technology
I urge you to l:eep in mind your-special responsibility to all
nanlcind, and above all to the rising generations born into a
nuclear world they did not make .

Today there is an equilibrium between the great nuclear
poi•rer.t, the United States and the Soviet Union . These powers
are now seeking ways to limit the nuclear arms race ; I hope to
find an equilibrium at a lower and less menacing level . I have
suggested to you that China may soon be a nuclear power to be
reckoned with . This will call for a new equilibrium, and the sooner
China comes rully into the councils of the world, the better fo rus all .

So I leave with you this thought . The peoples of the
world need the enermy and other benefits that nuclear science
has to offer . They accept reluctantly the mutual balance of
nuclear deterrence that offers them a measure of security . Butrianv o f those without the special l;no~•rledge and expertise you enjot•
?ook upon nuclear energy as inherently dangerous and threateniri r ,like a hal.f.-donesticated beast . You, ladies and Centlemen, asthe managers of nuclear knowledge and. techr.ology, are uniquely
equinped to brir. L; home to your governr.er.ts, directly and b~•
riouJ.c~in„ :-rorlc' public opinion, their r esponsibility to soc to itt.ü~rt tac beast is rully do:nesticated and 'k-ept at useful wor.c
~or the benefit of all .
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